
The Eel commends the efforts of 
the Francesca’s Café occupants in 
their fight to expose corruption 
in Hackney Council. 

The occupation has been a 
reclaiming of something which has 
been unfairly taken away and as 
such totally justified. The amount 
of interest generated has been 
due not only to diligent planning 
but also because this is a story 
that resonates beyond Hackney’s 
borders. 

During the last two months The Eel 
has paid several visits to the 
Café and the camaraderie   and 
dedication of the occupiers is 
something to behold. The group 
represent a variety of differing 
political views yet they have stood 
firm together, taking decisions 
democratically and keeping the 
focus on Hackney Council and Roger 
Wratten whom even Deputy Mayor 
Jessica Crowe has described as “a 
slippery character.”

The hated Wratten seems intent on 
demolition of no.34. Whilst it is 
true that Hackney council are the 
main culprits in this saga the 
property developers who benefitted 
were also complicit and should 
be held to account. The social 
engineering which the likes of 
Wratten and Broadway Investments 
are now free to carry out in the 
street should continue to be 
resisted until as Arthur Shuter 
the occupiers spokesperson says  
“the police catch up.” 

Unfortunately Hackney Council still 
rule out a compulsory purchase of 
Spirits and Tony’s because they 
lack a policy to deal with such 
circumstances. ‘Well get one then’ 
is the common sense answer to that 
excuse.

Their continuous assertion that 
these things are in the past and 
the responsibility of a previous 
regime are just not good enough.
They need to investigate and bring 
to book all those responsible. 
They must then seek to rectify the 
mistakes made. 

The recent meetings at St Mark’s 
Hall brought together many 
disparate parts of the community 
behind one cause. Such moments of 
unity are exceptional and should 
be seized upon. 

At the January 16 meeting an 
emotional Spirit described how he 
had put £45,00 of his own money 
into a business which was his 
life. His deposit was refused by 
agents Nelson Bakewell and his 
shop sold for £15,000 less than he 
was willing to pay. Should he be 
evicted expect another reistance 
campaign to save one of the areas 
most popular shopkeepers.  

Also current is the destruction of 
Dalston Lane for a development no 
one wants or was asked about and 
which has negligible benefit for 
the local community.These things 
are not inevitable if we challenge 
them. The next stage as stated by 
the chair at the first St Mark’s 
meeting is to form a coherent 
local group who can represent 
the area and fight council mis-
representation. South Hackney can 
lead the way not only for the rest 
of the Borough but also for other 
parts of London and the UK. 

Told you it was trendy around here.  

RISE UP!
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